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1. Introduction

In this demo paper, we propose an encoding for Metalevel Argumentation Frameworks
(MAFs) to be used in Aspartix, an Answer Set Programming (ASP) approach to find
the justified arguments of an AF [2]. MAFs provide a uniform encoding of object level
Dung Frameworks and extensions thereof that include values, preferences and attacks
on attacks (EAFs). The justification status of arguments in the object level AF can then
be evaluated and explained through evaluation of the arguments in the MAF. The demo
includes multiple examples from the literature to show the applicability of our proposed
encoding for translating various object level AFs to the uniform language of MAFs.

2. An Encoding to Reason with MAFs in Aspartix

In Table 1, we provide a subset of ASP rules that can be used for reasoning with MAFs.
Each rule is of the form head :- body. In this work, body consists of a conjunction of
predicates and head is a predicate. Every predicate in the metalevel is shown in italics,
every predicate in the object level is shown in normal text, and each variable is in upper-
case letter. At the object-level, a(X) and r(a(X), a(Y)) represent the argument X and the
attack relation between the arguments X and Y, respectively. Moreover, an attack on an
attack is represented with d(a(Z), a(X), a(Y)) where the argument Z attacks the attack
between X and Y. Such an object-level description is then translated into a MAF [4]. At
the metalevel, the meta-argument A and the meta-attack between the meta-arguments A
and B are described by arg(A) and att(A, B), respectively. Each object-level argument
has a justified or rejected status in the metalevel. The object-level attacks are translated
into defeat or ddefeat meta-attack arguments. A preference argument is specified with the
predicate preferred. The rules r1−r6 are the core rules to map the object-level arguments
and attacks to the corresponding MAF. P-MAF rules (r7− r9) add preferences and E-
MAF rules (r10− r12) add attacks on attacks into the metalevel.
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Dung MAF

r1: arg(justified(X)) :- a(X)
r2: arg(rejected(X)) :- a(X)
r3: arg(defeat(X, Y)) :- r(a(X), a(Y))
r4: att(defeat(X, Y), justified(Y)) :- arg(defeat(X, Y)), arg(justified(Y))
r5: att(rejected(X), defeat(X, Y)) :- arg(defeat(X, Y)), arg(rejected(X))
r6: att(justified(X), rejected(X)) :- arg(justified(X)), arg(rejected(X))

P-MAF

r7: att(preferred(X, Y), preferred(Y, X)) :- arg(preferred(X, Y)), arg(preferred(Y, X))
r8: arg(preferred(X, Y)) :- p(a(X), a(Y))
r9: att(preferred(X, Y), defeat(Y, X)) :- arg(preferred(X, Y)), arg(defeat(Y, X))

E-MAF

r10: arg(ddefeat(Z, X, Y)) :- d(a(Z), a(X), a(Y))
r11: att(ddefeat(Z, X, Y), defeat(X, Y)) :- arg(defeat(X, Y)), arg(ddefeat(Z, X, Y))
r12: att(rejected(Z), ddefeat(Z, X, Y)) :- arg(rejected(Z)), arg(ddefeat(Z, X, Y))

Table 1. A Subset of ASP Rules to Reason with Metalevel Argumentation Frameworks (MAFs)

Demo Details. We use multiple scenarios from the literature to demonstrate our pro-
posed encoding in various AFs. Our first scenario concerns finding a consistent firewall
policy that contains a set of firewall rules collected from various gateways with different
preferences [1]. In this scenario, a MAF is used to explain why conflicts occur between
policies and help one to resolve such conflicts. In a variation of the same scenario, dif-
ferent parties associate values with their arguments and a preference relation between
these values. Our second scenario concerns recommending hypertension treatments [3]
where an EAF is used to recommend treatments given doctor and patient preferences.
We also consider various abstract examples from [4]. We have a Python implementation
that (1) uses DLV2 as the ASP engine to map an AF into a MAF and computes the set
of acceptable arguments according to Dung’s semantics, (2) generates the correspond-
ing MAF graphs as figures that explain the decision-making process. The X-MAF en-
codings, the input/output files for the scenarios and our Python implementation will be
accessible online at https://consult.kcl.ac.uk/comma18-demo/.
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